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New Transcription Factors and Their Role in Diabetes and Therapy, Volume 5: Advances in Molecular and Cellular EndocrinologyElsevier Limited, 2006

	This book contains contributions from some of the most eminent experts in the fields of genetics, biochemistry, and pathophysiology of diabetes. Through specific examples, with broad applications, this book provides a comprehensive look at how transcription factors may underline the pathogenetic mechanisms of diabetes and obesity.

	...
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Biology Of Genetic Dominance (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Landes Bioscience, 2006
The word dominance, in the context of genetics, has been used for long time applied to characters or to alleles. A dominant character masks the expression of an alternative form. This loose definition would even apply when these alternatives are not determined by alleles of the same locus. In turn, a dominant allele refers to an alternative version...
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Internet Addiction: Neuroscientific Approaches and Therapeutical Interventions (Studies in Neuroscience, Psychology and Behavioral Economics)Springer, 2015

	This book combines a scholarly introduction with state-of-the-art research in the characterization of Internet addiction. It is intended for a broad audience including scientists, students and practitioners. The first part of the book contains an introduction to Internet addiction and their pathogenesis. The second part of the book is...
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Pregnancy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Now updated — the bestselling guide to a safe and healthy pregnancy
    Are you pregnant, or hope to be? This friendly, reassuring guide continues its legacy of providing moms- and dads-to-be with expert advice on every aspect of pregnancy and childbirth — from conception to the delivery room to breastfeeding and...
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Human Evolutionary GeneticsGarland Science, 2013

	Now in full-color, the Second Edition of Human Evolutionary Genetics has been completely revised to cover the rapid advances in the field since publication of the highly regarded First Edition. Written for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students, it is the only textbook to integrate genetic, archaeological, and linguistic...
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The Behavioral Genetics of Psychopathology: A Clinical GuideLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
New discoveries about the genetic underpinnings of many kinds of human experience are now constantly being made. This book explores the impact of these discoveries on the ways in which the common mental disorders are best conceptualized and treated.
Most people think of research in genetics as the search for genes. This is only one focus of...
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The Human Nervous System, Second Edition (Vol 1)Academic Press, 2004
Neuroscience comprises increasingly diverse fields ranging from molecular genetics to neurophilosophy. The common thread between all these fields is the structure of the human nervous system. Knowledge on the structure, connections and function of the brain of experimental animals is readily available. On the other hand the structure of the human...
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Genetics and Genomics of Cotton (Plant Genetics and Genomics: Crops and Models)Springer, 2009
A few members of the Gossypium (cotton) genus are cultivated for the production of elongated single-celled fibers valued worldwide at about $20 billion annually at the farm gate, and which sustain one of the world’s largest industries (textiles) with an annual worldwide economic impact of about $500 billion. In a number of ways, cotton...
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Genetics of Asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary DiseaseInforma Healthcare, 2006

	Surely some—indeed, perhaps, many—people would argue about when precisely the era of the genetics of diseases really began, but the introduction of gene transfer and therapy concepts in the 1980s by French Anderson and colleagues from the National Institutes of the Health, the identification of the cystic fibrosis gene reported in...
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Hacking Darwin: Genetic Engineering and the Future of HumanitySourcebooks, Inc., 2019

	
		"A gifted and thoughtful writer, Metzl brings us to the frontiers of biology and technology, and reveals a world full of promise and peril." ? Siddhartha Mukherjee MD, New York Times bestselling author of The Emperor of All Maladies and The Gene

	
		Passionate, provocative, and...
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Bipolar Depression: A Comprehensive GuideAmerican Psychiatric Publishing, 2006

	Although depression is the most common presentation of bipolar disorder, correct diagnosis generally requires a history of mania and thus presents a formidable challenge. This book provides clinicians with the necessary guidance to distinguish this illness and pursue an appropriate therapeutic course. It brings together a team of clinical...
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Statistics and Data with R: An applied approach through examplesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
R, an Open Source software, has become the de facto statistical computing environment. It has an excellent collection of data manipulation and graphics capabilities. It is extensible and comes with a large number of packages that allow statistical analysis at all levels – from simple to advanced – and in numerous fields...
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